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Abstract
Frequently studied networks, such as social networks, are often massive, directed,
and change over time. Thus studying network analysis algorithms in terms of data
streaming is a practical model for understanding how companies and other organizations can process data in a useful, realistic way. One potentially interesting feature of a directed graph is strongly connected components. We design and analyze
a strongly connected components algorithm,
Distributed Look and Select in a recently
developed data streaming model, X-Stream.
We analyze the effectiveness of the algorithm
and the key data features which allow it to
perform best. Finally, we provide empirical
results on the performance of the algorithm
and how the setup can be used to derive additional properties of the network.

ing models and their corresponding algorithms have
been studied.
In this work, we will focus on an algorithm for
computing strongly connected components on data
streams of graph edges. In real-world applications,
graphs are often directed, and thus the more challenging problem of strongly connected components,
as compared to undirected connected components, is
a valuable tool. Furthermore, information about data
streams may be needed before the stream reaches
an endpoint, so algorithms which can answer queries
about connectivity in real time and run indefinitely
are valuable. Our contributions are the design and
analysis of the Distributed Look and Select strongly
connected components algorithm and an implementation with empirical results.

Introduction

In this section we give definitions and notation for
graphs and stream processing. Let G = (V, E) be a
directed graph. Let the functions V (G) and E(G)
denote the vertex set and edge set, respectively, of a
graph. Let G0 = (V, E 0 ) be an undirected graph, such
that E 0 is the set of edges in E without direction. A
connected component C 0 in G0 is a subgraph of G0
such that for every v1 , v2 ∈ V (C 0 ) ⊆ V (G0 ), there exists a v1 , v2 -path in C 0 . A subgraph C of G is called a
weakly connected component of G if the subgraph C 0
of G0 such that V (C 0 ) = V (C) is a connected component in G0 . A subgraph C of G is called a strongly
connected component if for every v1 , v2 ∈ V (C), there
exists a v1 , v2 -path and a v2 , v1 -path in C.
We use the definitions given by Henzinger et al. [4]
for the basic data streaming model:
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Definitions

With the rapid pace of the modern internet, large
networks of interest to companies and other organizations are changing at a high rate. As a result, the
ability to perform network analysis in real time is
extremely valuable, making data stream processing
algorithms an area of interest. In a normal streaming setting, only a single pass of the data is allowed,
meaning each item can only be seen once, at the time
it arrives in the stream. In a graph streaming setting,
each data item generally represents an edge. If the
stream continues for sufficient time, complete storage of the graph could exhaust any amount of constant storage space. If the processor were to attempt
to run a traditional network analysis algorithm at
some point in time, the results may also be outdated Definition 1. A data stream is a sequence of data
by the time they are returned. As a result of these items, x , ..., x , ..., x such that items are read a sin1
i
n
challenges, effective graph stream analysis algorithms gle time each, in increasing order of indices.
cannot simply store the entire graph and perform traComputation models are then described by the
ditional analysis algorithms. Instead, various stream1

parameters p and s, where p is the number of passes
on the stream, or times the stream is repeated, and
s is the storage space used during the stream processing. In the case of graph problems, each data
item xi is an edge. Let G = (V, E) denote the
graph described by the set of edges in the stream:
E = {x1 , ..., xn } and V = {v : ∃i s.t. v ∈ xi }. We
use stream items as our measure of time, and define
the subgraph Gt at time t:

without any sorting passes, since it is still more powerful than the traditional streaming model for some
problems. They refer to this multi-pass model without a sorting primitive as W-Stream.

3.1

Some of the algorithms that have been explored on
these and similar models include identifying connected components, minimum spanning trees, singlesource shortest path, and strongly connected components. We focus on the algorithm for strongly connected components introduced by Laura and Santaroni [5]. They introduce the Look and Select (LS) algorithm for strongly connected components (SCCs).
The LS algorithm uses two data structures: a tree,
T , and a union-find data structure, U . In T , all vertices are initially connected to a dummy vertex r,
which remains the root of the tree. As the algorithm
progresses, each node of T represents an SCC, and at
any point in time all vertices are either a node in T
or contained in an SCC which is a node in T . The
union-find structure U is then used to store which
graph vertices correspond to which known SCCs. The
LS algorithm looks at each edge e = (u, v) as it is received and then selects a case relative to the tree T .
The five specific cases are broadly distinguished by:
if edges connect branches of T , if edges create SCCs,
and if edges are not relevant to connectivity.

Definition 2. S
Let Et = {xi : i ∈ [t]} = {(vi , ui ) : i ∈
[t]} and Vt = i∈[t] {vi , ui }. Then Gt = (Vt , Et ) is
the subgraph of G represented by the data stream up
to time t.
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Look and Select Algorithm

Related Work

Initial work on data stream processing, motivated by
storage limitations relative to the scale of data processing tasks, first considered searching and sorting
problems on one-way read-only tape [7]. In addition
to defining the basic data stream model, Henzinger et
al. [4] give bounds on the storage needed for various
problems in this basic stream processing model, including finding nodes with maximum outdegree, finding nodes with the largest neighborhoods within some
number of hops, and finding node pairs with the most
connecting paths.
A variety of extensions to this basic streaming
model have been explored, each making a trade off in
parameters such as storage space, stream passes, or
accuracy guarantees. We describe a series of extended
streaming models which have been iteratively developed in recent work to better handle graph streams
in practical settings.
Aggarwal, et al. [1] introduce a computational
model constructed by augmenting the basic streaming model with a sorting primitive. They continue
to use the above definition of a stream, and define a
memory m streaming pass as a Turing machine with
memory m reading the stream and outputting a new
stream. As in the above definitions, the Turing machine can only read the input a single time, in the
given order, and the output must also be sequential.
A memory m sorting pass is defined to use a Turing machine with memory m, and computes a partial
order on a received set of data elements {x1 , ..., xn }.
Putting these together, StrSort(pStr , pSort , m) is defined as the class of functions computable by up to
pStr streaming passes and pSort sorting passes, each
with memory m, which is maintained between passes.
Demetrescu et al. [3] continue the study of extended streaming models by showing that the streaming and sorting model of Aggarwal et al. is useful even

3.2

X-Stream Model

Berry, et al. introduce the X-Stream model [2], which
uses a directed ring of processors instead of intermediate files. Each processor receives input as a stream
from the previous processor in the ring and writes
to the following processor. Additionally, one processor acts as the main input point to the ring and receives a stream from an external source, in addition
to the stream from its predecessor on the ring. The
X-Stream model represents an unrolling of the WStream model, because the data streams between the
processors in X-Stream approximately correspond to
the multiple passes in W-Stream. In [2] an undirected
connected components algorithm using the X-Stream
model is analyzed and implemented.
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Model and Algorithm

In this section we first give a formal description of
the Look and Select (LS) algorithm, which is the basis for our algorithm. As described in Algorithm 1,
the main step to the LS algorithm requires categorizing a received edge e = (u, v) as one of the following,
2

with respect to the tree T representing graph G, with
h : V (G) → Z+ denoting the height of vertices:
• forward : u is an ancestor of v
• backward : u if a descendent of v
• cross forward : u and v belong to different subtrees, h(u) ≥ h(v)
• cross non-forward : u and v belong to different
subtrees, h(u) < h(v)
• self-loop: u = v
Since the LS algorithm is built on the W-Stream
model of multiple passes, some edges are put into
future streams so that they are seen again later.

and Select (DLS), which allows a ring of processors to
determine strongly connected components. Suppose
that there are p processors labeled P0 , P1 , ..., Pp−1 , as
in [2]. They are assigned so that P0 receives the input
stream to the system and Pp−1 is the final processor
in the ring, as shown in Figure 1. Then, because the
ring is closed, Pp−1 also sends a stream of data to P0 .
No communication other than the connections show
are allowed, and each connection is used to transfer
exactly one block of data per time unit.

Algorithm 1 Look and Select for a Single Processor
1: Input stream is for graph G
2: Tree T
3: Union-find structure U
4: Edge e = (u, v) ∈ E for u, v ∈ V (G)
5: p(v) : V (G) → V (G) is parent of vertex in T
6: Dummy vertex r ∈ V (T ), r ∈
/ V (G) initially parent of all vertices
7: procedure RelabelU(ein = (vin , uin ))
8:
Look up uin , vin in U to get subsets su ,sv
9:
Return T edge (su , sv )
10: procedure LookAndSelect(Edge ein )
11:
e = RelabelU(ein )
12:
if p(v) = r then
13:
Add e to T , remove (r, v)
14:
else if e is backward edge then
15:
collapse nodes u to v in T
16:
else if e is cross forward edge then
17:
return e
. Into next stream
18:
else if e is cross non-forward edge then
19:
remove (p(v), v) from T
20:
return (p(v), v)
. Into next stream
21:
add e to T
22:
else if e is forward edge then
23:
drop e
return null
24: procedure AcceptInputStream(S0 )
25:
i=0
26:
while Si not empty do
27:
initialize Si+1 to empty
28:
for ein in Si do
29:
eout = LookAndSelect(ein )
30:
if eout != null then
31:
append eout to Si+1
32:
i++

Figure 1: Setup of processors and their communication patterns.

We call P0 the head and Pp−1 the tail. We refer
to processors with higher indices as downstream of
a given processor. Assume all processor indices are
taken modulo p when adding or subtracting.
In DLS each processor Pi maintains a union-find
structure Ui such that combining U0 , U1 ,...Up−1 gives
the union-find structure for the strongly connected
components. Each Ui contains information about
which SCC vertices belong to, and also which previously identified SCCs have been discovered to be
connected as a larger SCCs. Thus Ui is a tree, with
leaf vertices corresponding to graph nodes and all
other vertices corresponding to identified SCCs and
sub-SCCs. Figure 2 shows an example of how some
edges and vertices could be distributed on the first
three processors. Figure 2a. shows the actual edges
and vertices. On processor P0 the edges are (a, b)
and (b, a). On processor P1 , edges include (c, d), and
(d, x) and (y, d) for some x, y in SCC1 ; it does not
matter the specific vertices x and y. Figure 2b. shows
the corresponding union-find structures, U0 , U1 , and
U2 .
Each processor also maintains a tree Ti as in the
LS
algorithm.
While the tree Ui contains edges repre4.1 Distributed Look and Select
senting relationships between SCCs and vertices, the
We can now describe our adaptation of the LS algo- edges of Ti are actual graph edges. The only exceprithm to the X-Stream model, called Distributed Look tion to Ti edges being graph edges is the following: as
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in LS, Ti contains a placeholder root vertex r which is
not part of the graph G, and some edges connecting
r to graph vertices. The DLS algorithm consists of
each processor Pi executing a modified version Algorithm 1 for some period of time. Processor P0 takes
its turn executing the algorithm on edges it receives
from the input stream, but Pi for i ≥ 1 executes the
algorithm on only the edges it receives from Pi−1 .
The filling processor at any point in time is the
one currently active in the LS algorithm, meaning it is
accepting edges and updating its corresponding tree
and union find structures. Initially, P0 is the filling
processor, followed by P1 and then P2 and so on. A
processor remains filling until it has identified enough
edges in strongly connected components to be above
the minimum storage usage m. Without such a minimum, the algorithm could continually move around
the assignment of the filling processor without actually accomplishing anything.
The ring setup allows processors to defer processing an edge until later, in the same way the original
LS algorithm places edges in subsequent streams to
revisit later. For this to work, the non-filling processors at any point in time pass any edges they receive
downstream, and the tail passes edges to the head.
Then to defer handling an edge, the filling processor
simply passes the edge downstream and processes it
again when it comes back around.

is a block of k constant-sized data bins, each possibly
containing an edge. Thus when a processor is done
filling it sends edges downstream in groups of size k.
Algorithm 2 Distributed Look and Select for Processor Pi
1: Input stream is for graph G
2: SCC map Ui : maps vertices and SCC labels in
set V (Ui ) to SCC labels (each node’s parent is
its label)
3: Tree Ti : tree with vertex set V (Ti ) ⊆ V (Ui ) (plus
a placeholder root vertex)
4: Edge e = (u, v) ∈ E for u, v ∈ V (G)
5: p(v) : V (G) → V (G) is parent of vertex in Ti
6: Dummy vertex r ∈ V (Ti ), r ∈
/ V (G)
7: m = minimum storage usage of processor
8: procedure RelabelU(ein = (vin , uin ))
9:
if vin ∈ V (Ui ) then sv = Ui [vin ]
10:
else sv = vin
11:
if uin ∈ V (Ui ) then su = Ui [uin ]
12:
else su = uin
13:
Return Ti edge (su , sv )
14: procedure DistributedLS(Edge ein )
15:
e = RelabelU(ein )
16:
if p(v) = r then
17:
Add e to Ti , remove (r, v)
18:
else if e is backward edge then
19:
collapse nodes u to v in Ti
20:
label the collapsed path as an SCC
21:
else if e is cross forward edge then
22:
return {e}
. Send downstream
23:
else if e is cross non-forward edge then
24:
remove (p(v), v) from Ti
25:
add e to T
26:
return {(p(v), v)}
. Send downstream
27:
else if e is forward edge then
28:
drop e
29:
if |V (Ui )| ≥ m then
30:
let E = {the first k edges not in an SCC}
31:
remove E from Ti and any endpoints from
Ui
32:
return E
33: procedure AcceptInputBlock(Bin )
34:
initialize block Bout = ∅
35:
for ein ∈ Bin do
36:
if Pi is filling processor then
37:
Eout = DistributedLS(ein )
38:
Bout = Bout ∪ Eout
39:
if |Bout | = k then break loop
40:
else
41:
Bout = Bout ∪ {Relabel(ein )}
42:
send Bout to Pi+1

a.

b.
Figure 2: Example of distributed union-find structures.
When a processor is no longer filling, it needs to
pass any edges not used in an SCC downstream, since
they might be useful for the next filling processor to
identify SCCs. This process is described in more detail in Algorithm 2. Each message between processors
4

To use the DLS system for SCC information in
real time, queries are inserted in the input stream.
Like an edge, a query is a pair (u, v) of vertices. When
a processor Pi receives a query, it uses Ui to label the
endpoints with their highest known parents, which
are the largest SCCs containing them known by Pi .
When the query reaches the tail processor, it outputs
whether or not the queried vertices are in the same
SCC. The final labels are the root or roots of the subtrees of the overall union-find structure containing u
and v.
We next give an example for the system answering
SCC queries. Suppose the system is in the configuration in Figure 2 and the query (a, d) is received.
Processor P0 labels a with SCC1 . Processor P1 sees
that SCC1 and c are both children of SCC2 , and labels both SCC2 . Processor P2 can relabel SCC2 with
SCC4 for both ends and passes the message showing
they are the same SCC to the rest of the system.

mapped to C1 and u mapped to C2 . By assumption
k+1
of correctness of LS, ULS
now maps C1 and C2 to
C3 , and thus any children of C1 and C2 to C3 . By inductive hypothesis, there exist Ui and Uj , i, j ∈ [p−1]
such that Ui maps u to C1 and Uj maps v to C2 . Then
the filling processor will receive the message that C1
and C2 are now combined, and map both to C3 . Thus
by induction, ULS and UDLS give the same SCCs for
any pair of vertices at all times.
Theorem 2. If SCC query (u, v) is inserted in the
input stream at time t, a correct answer is outputted
by the tail at time t + p − 1.

Proof. We first show the tail outputs some answer at
time t + p − 1. Queries, like edges, are guaranteed
to be read and passed by each processor at an activation because a processor always looks at the messages it receives, and a query is always passed in the
same activation it is opened, whether any information is added to the message or not. Each processor
Pi for P0 ,...,Pp−2 then receives the query at time ti
5 Analysis Results
and passes it to Pi+1 . The tail, Pp−1 receives the
In this section we first prove the correctness of the query at t + p and outputs the answer in that activaalgorithm for identifying strongly connected compo- tion.
We now show the answer to the query at time
nents. We then analyze how properties of the graph
t
+
p − 1 is also correct for graph Gt . As the query
effect the algorithm, and particular the amount of
passes
through the ring, u and v are each relabeled
storage space needed on each processor. Finally, we
with
the
maps U0 , U1 , etc. Since we know the LS aldescribe other graph properties which can also be
gorithm
computes
the correct union-find structure U
computed with our system.
under an execution of LS up to time t, we apply Theorem 1, which states that the set {Ui : i ∈ [p−1]} con5.1 Strongly Connected Components tains an equivalent union-find structure to U . Then
We first show that Distributed Look and Select (DLS) once u and v have been relabeled by every Ui , the
correctly answers queries about the strongly con- labels su and sv will be equal if and only if u and v
nected components in the graph stream. Recall from are in the same SCC.
Section 2 that at time t while the graph is streamed
Various other properties of SCCs can also be deinto the system, Gt represents the subgraph of G rep- termined from the system by adding small, constant
resented by the first t received edges e1 , e2 , ..., et . Let amounts of data to the structures U ,...,U . For
0
p−1
t
ULS
denote the union-find structure at time t during example, each element of U can also track the total
i
t
executing of the LS algorithm and let UDLS
denote size of its children in the tree U . Then the following
the collective union find structures for all processors will hold.
at time t of the DLS algorithm.
Corollary 1. The size of the largest strongly cont
Theorem
1. For all t, the union-find tree UDLS
:= nected component can be identified in p−1 time steps.
S
t
i∈[p−1] Ui represents an equivalent union-find struct
Proof. We prove by providing a simple algorithm.
ture to ULS of the LS algorithm.
Pass a query message around the ring along with a
Proof. We induct on t. At t = 0, all structures are maximum value M . Initialize M = 0. Let each proempty. Suppose
at time t = k, the union-find tree cessor Pi set M to be the size of the largest SCC
S
k
UDLS
= i∈[p−1] Uik maps every vertex v to the same known to Pi if that size is larger than the received
k
outer-most SCC as ULS
(possibly with different in- M . Suppose some Pi reports the largest SCC size
termediate mappings). Suppose the edge ek = (u, v) to be |V (C)| for some SCC subgraph C, and some
that arrives at time t = k combines SCCs C1 and C2 Pj with j > i contains the larger SCC subgraph C 0
into a larger SCC, C3 . W.l.o.g., suppose v previously which contains C. Then Pj will set M = |V (C 0 )|.
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Thus the nesting of SCCs across processors does not Proof. Assume m is even, since otherwise the result
may be off by a single vertex.
interfere with correct maximum reporting.
For the first case, at time t, every SCC, Ci for
The parallelism of the ring of processors also alt )|
i = 1, 2, ...., |V (G
is completely disconnected from
2
lows the system to count the total number of SCCs
any other SCC. For time t ≤ m, all vertices are
faster than a single processor executing LS. Let Smax
stored on P0 . For m < t ≤ 2m, all new vertices and
be the largest number of unique SCC labels on any
edges that did not appear in the first m time units
processor, i.e. the largest set V (Ui ) for some i ∈
are stored on P1 . This continues for all processors:
[p − 1].
when a processor is finished filling, it holds exactly m
Corollary 2. The number of SCCs can be identified vertices (and m edges) and begins to forward edges.
In the second case, every pair of edges that arin at most Smax + p − 1 time steps.
rives at time t and t + 1 add a new node to the SCC
Proof. When processor Pi receives the query, pass the that makes up the entire graph Gt . If a processor
query immediately, followed by a message for each Pi has finished filling at time t when an edge with
SCC label in V (Ui ). When a processor Pi receives a a new vertex arrives, Pi can forward the edge et to
SCC label from Pi−1 , forward it to Pi+1 if the label is Pi+1 without removing anything it stores or taking
not in V (Ui ), otherwise discard it. The discarded la- anything new. Thus each processor Pi can finish fillbels do not count toward the total number of unique ing when it holds exactly m vertices and the resulting
SCCs since they are not maximal SCCs in G. Let storage distribution is optimal.
any processors downstream of the filling processor
forward any messages received without modification. Theorem 3. In the best case, the system will have
Thus the labels corresponding to the true SCCs, and |V (Ui )| = O(m) for every processor Pi , i ∈ [p − 1].
only those labels, will reach the tail. They will all Proof. In the cases described in Lemma 1, each proreach the tail by time Smax + p − 1 since it takes cessor stores m graph vertices. Additionally, each
Smax time steps for the processor with the most SCC pair of vertices adds exactly 1 or 2 new SCC labels to
labels to pass a message for each, and each message the tree U . Thus there are m + m or m + 2m vertices
i
travels at most p − 1 steps.
in U .
i

5.2

When the storage distribution is not optimal, we
Impact of Graph Characteristics
measure it using the following two metrics. Let Pf
on DLS
be the final filling processor; f may take any value
0, ..., [p − 1].

In this section, we describe the storage usage for the
ring processors in best- and worst-case scenarios for
graph G. We define the worst-case as the most imbalanced storage usage, and the highest storage capacity requirement, while best-case is the lowest storage
requirement for any single processor and the most
balanced.
l
m
Definition 3. Let m = |V (G)|
where p is the nump
ber of processors. Then m is the minimum usage for
the system to successfully accept the entire graph G.

Definition 5. The processor usage is u =

f +1
p .

Definition 6. The distribution imbalance of a sysv
tem and graph is d = mf where vf is the number of
vertices stored on Pf (using Definition 3 for m).
We then show that the same type graph results in
the worst values for both of these measures.
Lemma 2. The graph configuration with the minimum processor usage u and maximum distribution
imbalance d is one in which there are no SCCs.

Definition 4. The optimal storage
distribution
is
j
k
|V (GT )|
exactly m vertices on the first
processors Proof. Suppose the system receives a graph G with
m
no SCCs. Without identifying any SCCs, at no
and no more than m vertices on any other processor. point can P finish being the filling processor. Then
0
P
=
P
,
and
u = p1 . There is no case in which u
f
0
Using Definition 4, we show which graph configucould be less because P0 always starts as the filling
rations are best and worst.
processor.
(G)|
Lemma 1. The best case graph is one of two cases:
Additionally, d = |V m
, and applying Defini0
tion
3,
d
=
p.
Any
graph
G
with
at least one SCC, C
1. a set of disconnected SCCs of size 2
0
(C)|
with at least 2 nodes will have d = |V (G )|−|V
< p.
m
2. An initial SCC of size 2 such that every addi- Thus a graph with no SCCs precisely describes the
tional pair of edges creates Gt as one big SCC. conditions resulting in a maximum value of d.
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Theorem 4. In the worst case, the system will store
|V (U0 )| = |V (G)| vertices on processor P0 .

6.1

6

6.2

Data Set Analysis

We first analyze the relevant properties of the data
Proof. As shown in Lemma 2, in the worst case, the sets which will be used in our experiments. All are
entire graph with have to be stored on P0 . Since no from the SNAP database [6]. The selected data sets
SCCs are created, there are also no vertices added to are directed and temporal. Thus the ordering of the
U0 other than the actual graph vertices.
edges to produce a data stream is well defined by
the set, using the provided timestamps, and may be
5.3 Other Graph Properties
determined by inherent properties of the data.
The first dataset used, EU Email, is email data
We next show that other features of the graph Gt can
from
a European research institution. The set is
be approximated. Some can also be computed exactly
based
on the weakly connected component of a larger
by storing small amounts of additional information.
data
set.
The second set used, College Messages, is
The maximum outdegree of the graph and the vercomprised
of private messages sent by students at the
tex with the highest outdegree can be approximated
University
of California, Irvine. The final set used,
by passing a message around the ring once, i.e. in
Wikipedia
Talk,
represents Wikipedia users editing
p − 1 time units, by using the edges of T0 ,...,Tp−1 . In
each
other’s
talk
pages. We summarize the basic feaSection 6.3 we show how well this works in practice.
tures
of
these
sets
in Table 1. The value “Static
Determining values such as a particular vertex
Edges”
is
the
number
of unique edges in the graph
outdegree or the maximum outdegree exactly is not
represented
by
the
entire
dataset. The value “Tempossible without storing additional information, since
poral
Edges”
counts
each
instance of an edge in the
some edges are deleted from the system entirely durset
separately,
and
so
it
is
at least the number of
ing the DLS algorithm. However, for some graphs,
static
edges
and
generally
greater.
To use each of
the remaining edges during DLS execution could lead
these
datasets,
we
first
sort
the
edges
by the time
to good approximations of the degree properties of
stamps.
Then
the
corresponding
data
stream
can be
the actual graph. For graphs that we cannot use the
simulated
by
simply
reading
the
sorted
file
in
sequenDLS information to approximate, we could also implement a “storage heap” structure on the tail pro- tial order.
We describe characteristics of the data sets which
cessor to track any edges that are discarded by the
will
have an effect on how the DLS algorithm runs.
algorithm.
Figure
3a. shows the proportion of vertices in the
Other information related to undirected conneclargest
SCC
in Gt over time t in each data set. While
tivity can also be retrieved easily as a natural extenthe
main
SCC
is the majority of the graph for EU
sion of the algorithm. Defining Smax to be the most
Email,
it
is
smaller
in the other networks. The Colunique SCCs on any one processor as in Section 5.1,
lege
Messages
set
also
has the interesting property
we have:
of significant but slow growth in the relative size of
Theorem 5. The number of weakly connected com- the largest SCC. More nodes in the main SCC inponents and their sizes can be computed in Smax + crease the likelihood that new edges will be simple
p − 1 messages.
to process due to at least one endpoint in the SCC.
Proof. Let Pi be the filling processor. On P0 ,...,Pi−1 , Thus the total number of vertices in an SCC, shown
apply the same algorithm given for Corollary 2. Have in Figure 3b. may also give some indication on how
Pi send the labels of each node in the second level of the algorithm can be expected to perform.
Ti , i.e. the nodes directly connected to the placeFigure 3c. shows the number of distinct SCCs.
holder root node, rather than SCC names. Then on More small SCCs instead of a single large one may
Pi , also do not forward any SCC labels which are give the algorithm more flexibility in how the stored
found in Ti . Since the tree Ti indicates how an SCCs information is distributed. Finally, in Figure 3d. we
are connected in WCCs, the labels that reach Pp−1 show the maximum outdegree of a node over time,
correspond to unique WCCs of the graph.
for comparison to our approximation using DLS.

Empirical Results

In this section, we describe the datasets chosen to test
the algorithm. We then describe our implemented
simulation of the system, and give experimental results.

Implementation Design

To experiment with the Distributed Look and Select
algorithm, we implement a C++ simulator of a synchronized ring of processors. At each time step, simulated processors are activated in the ring order. While
7

Table 1: Summary of Dataset Statistics
Dataset
Nodes Temporal Edges Static Edges
EU Email
College Messages
Wikipedia Talk (subset)

986
1899
50118

332334
59835
500000

a.

b.

c.

d.

24929
20296
178186

Figure 3: Analysis of data sets over time.

6.3

an applied implementation of the algorithm would
not require synchronized processors, the grouping of
messages into blocks of size k at each step of the algorithm would enforce a similar execution sequence
among processors. The parallelization of a true distributed system would then have the effect of speeding secondary processes in the algorithm, by allowing
processors to perform computations such storage optimization outside of their DLS activation steps.

Experiments

We first use the implementation to verify that the
algorithm is correct and returns the same SCCs as
the Snap.py library on any graph Gt . The correctness experiment consists of randomly selecting pairs
of known vertices at regular intervals in the input
stream and asking both the DLS implementation and
a Python Snap.py implementation if they are in the
same component. As expected, since the DLS algorithm matches the LS algorithm it is correct.
In the first set of experiments, we examine how
well the algorithm utilizes the distributed system
when it has processed the entire data set, using the
We use the simulator to measure the algorithm metrics of processor usage and distribution imbalance
on datasets in terms of global time steps, which cor- defined in Section 5.2. For both of these experiments,
respond to processor activations and executions of we measure the performance as the number of proAlgorithm 2. We verify query correctness and report cessors increases, since one of the main goals of the
the number of edges on each processor when execu- distributed implementation is scalability. As shown
tion completes.
in Figure 4a., the DLS algorithm made the best use of
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Figure 4: Experimental results: system utilization and outdegree approximation

the processors when executing on the EU Email data
set. As shown in Figure 4b., the distribution imbalance was also significantly lower for this set compared
to the Wikipedia Talk Edits and College Messages.
Additionally, we tested how well the approximation method described in Section 5.3 works for maximum outdegree and identifying the node with the
maximum outdegree. The estimated outdegree of the
system over time is shown in Figure 4c.. Note that
we normalize the estimated maximum degree to the
total edges in the graph as in Figure 3d., but expect
it to be much lower in the experiments. The goal
here was to see if we could approximate the shape
of the plot, or trends over time. This was somewhat
successful for the Wikipedia Talk Edits data set but
not the others.
Finally, Figure 4d. compares which node is identified as having the maximum outdegree over time. To
interpret this plot, the key features are the unique
y-axis values, not the actual heights. Each y value
corresponds to a unique node, so changes in y value
correspond to changes in node of highest outdegree.
Wherever a DLS line and an actual line are the
same over time, both the DLS algorithm and the
ground truth Snap.py implementation returned the
same node. Thus we can see that in EU Email and
College Messages, the actual node of highest outde-

gree does not change after an initial frequent oscillation. However the DLS algorithm barely changes
at all before settling on a single node for the rest of
the duration. The trends in the Wikipedia Talk Edit
set are very different, with only one change in the
ground truth, and more spaced out changes in the
DLS output.
6.3.1

Result Analysis

Based on the results, we can make some predictions
about how the data sets resemble our best- and worstcase graph scenarios from Section 5.2. The significantly better performance on the EU Email data set
seems to indicate that graph is closer to a best-case
scenario. Since the size of the largest SCC is very
high and the number of distinct SCCs is low (Figure 3a. and c.), it is most likely the second of the two
best-case possibilities in Lemma 1. In general, we can
conclude that some real data probably does exist for
which our method of SCC analysis is well-suited.
For node of highest outdegree, the EU Email
and College Message sets have some success in correct identification early on which could potentially
be leveraged into a method for long-term correctness.
The fact that the approximation captured a more accurate trend shape over time for Wikipedia Talk Edits
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